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16:18 Judges [and overseers] [you shall set for yourself] [in all your gates]—the towns [that YHWH] [Eloheicha your God] is giving to you 

[for all your tribes]. They will judge the people  with honest judgment (“mishpat tzedek”).

19 [You shall not] [pervert justice]. You shall not recognize a face (in favor). [You shall not] [take a bribe], 

because[a bribe indeed] makes blind the eyes of the wise, and twists the words of the righteous (“tzaddikim”).

20 Justice, justice you shall pursue, so that you may live and inherit the land that YHWH your God  is giving to you.

21[You shall not] [plant for yourself] an Asherah—[any cultic tree], 

[anywhere near] [the sacred altar] of YHWH your God , that you make for yourself.

22 Do not erect for yourself [a stone pillar], since that is despised  by YHWH your God.

17:1 [You must not sacrifice [to YHWH your God a bull, [a sheep, or a goat], of which [there is] [on it] a defect—any blemish that is serious (ra`) 

[because indeed], [a thing abhorrent] to YHWH your God , this is.

2 [Should there be found] [in your midst]—in any [of your gates] that YHWH your God is giving to you—a man [or a woman]

who [does in fact do] [things that are evil] in the eyes of YHWH your God , to transgress His covenant,

3 [in that they go] and worship gods that are alien (“other gods”) [and they bow down] to them,

[or to the sun]   or [to the moon], [or to any] of the whole host of heaven , that I did not command,

4 [and it be told to you], [or you hear], you must inquire diligently. [If indeed] it is true, and correct is the statement 

[that this has been done]—this thing so abhorrent in Israel,

5 [you shall take out] the man [whom you have found out], [or indeed] that woman who [has in fact done this thing]—

this act, this evil act [to your gates]; [this man] or this woman, and pelt the person with stones until death.

6 [By the word]   of two witnesses [or perhaps] three witnesses ,[shall be put to death] the accused. 

He shall not [be put to death] on the word of only one witness.

7 The hand [of these witnesses] [shall be upon him] first,[to slay him], and the hand of all the people , thereafter. 

Thus you shall burn out the evil [from your midst].
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17:8 If it [should be found daunting] for you—some matter—[to make a decision], 

between blood   and blood, between [case and case], or between injury and injury: affairs of grievance [within your gates], 

[you must set out] [and go up] to that place—the place [that has been chosen] by YHWH your God to go to.

9 [You shall appear] [before the priests]—the Levites,[and to the magistrate] who will be in those days.

[You shall inquire] and they [will tell you] the verdict of the case under judgment.

10 [You are to do] [as per] the word—whatever they [do tell you], from that place that was chosen by YHWH. 

[Take care] to observe everything that they instruct you,  

11 as per the instruction that [they will give you], [and as per the judgment] that they deliver to you , you must do. 

You must [not turn away] [from the very word] that they impart to you , to the right or to the left.

12 [If there should be a man] who acts presumptuously so as not [to give heed] to the priest—[the one who is standing] 

to minister there to YHWH your God, or [to give heed to the judge]—[he must die], that man; you will burn out the evil from Israel.

13 [All the people] will listen and be afraid [end aliyah] and will not be willful any longer.

14 [When you come] [to the land]—the land that YHWH your God is giving to you, [to take possession] and settle within it. 

[then if you should say], “[Let me set] [over me] a king, [as do all the nations] that are around me.”

15 Then surely [you will set] [over you] a king, [who will] [in fact be chosen] by YHWH your God , to serve. 

You [may not however] appoint [over you] a man who is foreign—one who is not of your brothers —this man.

16 [But this king must not] [get himself] [many horses], [that he not turn] [the people back] to Egypt in order to get many horses, 

since YHWH has said to you, “You [must not indeed] [ever go back] on that road again.”

17 [He must not] [get for himself] [many wives], lest they lead him astray in his heart. 

Also silver and gold he must not get for himself too much.

18 [It will be] [when he sits] upon the throne of his kingship, he must write for himself a copy of the Torah—[this teaching], [in a book], 

in the presence of the priests—the Levites.

19 [It shall be] [with him], and he shall read in it ,[all the days] of his life, in order [that he may learn] 

[to be in awe] of YHWH his God, [and that he should observe] [all of the words] of the Torah—[this instruction], and these statutes , [to do them].
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17:20 [Lest lifted up] be his heart [over his brothers], [and lest he turn away] from the mitzvah—this mandate , to the right or to the left, 

[that he may indeed] prolong [the number of days] [over his kingdom] [end aliyah] for himself and his sons , in the midst of Israel.

18:1 [They have no share in the land]—the Levitical priests—[indeed the entire] [tribe of Levi] have no portion or inheritance with Israel. 

[The fire offerings] [of YHWH] [and God’s inheritance] [they shall eat].

2 No estate will they have , in the midst [of their brothers]. YHWH Himself is their portion [just as] [He promised them].

3 [Now this shall be the law] [for what shall be] the due of the priests [to be received] [from the people]: [from those who perform] 

an offering of sacrifice , whether a bull or a sheep. [He will give] to the priest the shankbone, the jawbone , and the stomach.

4 And the first of your grain, your wine, and your oil, [as well as the first] shearing of your flock ,[you must give him].

5 Because [he is the one] [who has been chosen] by YHWH your God [from all of your tribes], 

to stand [and serve in the name] [of YHWH]—[end aliyah] he and his sons ,[for all time].

6 When there comes the Levite from one of your gates, [from all Israel], [of which he] in fact [sojourns there], 

he shall come [with all the craving] of his soul to the place chosen by YHWH, 

7 [and he shall serve] in the name of YHWH his God, [like all his brothers], [his fellow Levites], who stand there in attendance  before YHWH.

8 A share like the usual share ,[they may eat], aside from his sales [of his fathers’ property].

9 When you come into the land that YHWH your God is giving to you, [you shall not] [learn to do] [the abhorrent practices] of these nations.

10 [There shall not be found] [among you] one who passes his son or his daughter through fire,

a speller of charms, a soothsayer or diviner , or a sorcerer,

11 [one who chants] incantations or asks of a ghost [or a familiar spirit], or inquires of the dead.

12 For abhorrent to YHWH [are all who do] these things, 

and because of these [abhorrent things], YHWH your God is driving them out [from before you].

13 Wholehearted you will be [end aliyah] with YHWH your God.

14 [Because in fact]   the nations [of whom we speak]—the ones that you are driving out—go to soothsayers and enchanters ,[paying them heed],

[but as for you],[not such] has been given for you  by YHWH your God.
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18:15 A prophet [from your midst]—from your brothers—[like myself], will be raised up for you by YHWH your God. To him you must hearken.

16 This is just what you asked of YHWH your God at Horeb on the day of the assembly , [when you said]: ”[Let me] [not any more] 

hear the voice of YHWH my God—and the fire [so great] [that we have just seen], let me not see again , that I may not die.”

17 Then said YHWH to me, “[Well indeed] have you spoken.

18 A prophet I [will raise up for them] from among their brothers , like yourself. 

[I shall put] my word [in his mouth],[and he shall speak] [to them] all that I will command him.

19 [And it shall be]: the man [who will not] hearken [to My words] which he will speak [in My name], [I Myself] will requite it of him.

20 However [if a prophet appears] who [will presume] to speak a word [in My name] which [I have not] [commanded him] to speak, 

or one who speaks in the name of gods that are alien (“other gods”), [he shall die]—the prophet who does this.

21 Should you say in your heart, ‘How shall we recognize a word that has not been spoken by YHWH?’

22 [That indeed which] is spoken by the prophet in the name [of YHWH]—[if it does not come true]—[the thing predicted]; 

if it fails [to come about], that is the word that has not been spoken by YHWH. Presumptuously has spoken the prophet. Have no dread of him.”

19:1 [When nations are cut down]—when YHWH your God [destroys the nations] of whom YHWH your God is giving to you their land, 

[when you have driven them out] and settled in their cities  and in their houses,

2 three towns [you will set aside] for yourself within your land—the land that YHWH your God is giving to you as an inheritance.

3 [You must gauge] (takhin) [for yourself] the distance (derekh) [and divide into three] the borders [of your land] 

that is allotted to you by YHWH your God. [And these will be] for fleeing to them , every manslayer.

4 Now this is the case of the manslayer who will flee there , and live—for one [who will strike down] his neighbor unwittingly 

(“without knowing”), [when he in fact] had no hatred for him  yesterday or aforetime.

5 [As when] [someone comes] [with his neighbor] [into the forest] to cut wood, and he swings his hand with the axe while cutting the wood

[and the head slips off]—the iron—[from the wood], and it reaches his neighbor , and he dies.

[The mankiller then] [will have to flee] to one of the cities of refuge , and live.
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19:6 [Lest he be pursued] by the avenger of blood,[chasing after] the manslayer, since [hot he truly is] [in his heart]. 

[If he overtakes him]—since long is the journey—[and he strikes him] mortally, [although his] [is not a sentence] of death 

[when we consider the fact] [that indeed] [no hatred] [did the manslayer have] for the victim, yesterday or aforetime.

7 [For this reason thus], I do command you as follows, “Three cities  you must set apart.

8 [If enlarged should be your land]—if YHWH your God [expands your borders], just as he did swear to your fathers, 

[and He gives] to you [all the land] that he in fact promised  to give to your fathers,

9 [If you carefully keep] all the mitzvah—this mandate [by observing it]; that which [I Myself] [do indeed command you] [this day],

[that you should love] YHWH [Eloheicha your God] and to walk in His ways ,[all your days]: 

[you shall add] for yourself another three cities to the above-mentioned three.

10 [Thus there will not] be shed innocent blood in the midst of your land—the land that YHWH your God is giving to you as an inheritance: 

there would be upon you bloodguilt.”

11 [If there be] a person [who bears hatred] [toward his neighbor], [lying in wait] [for him], [and he rises up] [against him] 

and he strikes his life (nefesh), and he dies, [and the person flees] to one of the cities of refuge,

12 [then messengers will be sent] by the elders of his city, who will take him from there, 

[and they will] [give him over] [into the hand] of the avenger of blood ,[and he shall die].

13 Have no pity in your eye [upon him]. [You shall burn away] [innocent blood] [end aliyah] [from Israel], and it will be well with you.

14[You shall not] [push back] [the boundary-marker] of your neighbor that was set in place [by the first settlers] 

[in your inheritance] that you are allotted [within the land]—the land that YHWH your God is giving to you to possess.

15 [There shall not rise up to testify] as a witness—a single one—[against a man] [for any crime] [or for any offence], [in any sin] 

that he has committed. [Only at the mouth]   [of two] witnesses, [or perhaps] at the mouth of three witnesses , may be established the case.

16 Should there arise a witness who is corrupt [against a man], to testify against him falsely,

17[then there shall stand] [the two people involved]—who have a dispute—before YHWH, 

before the priests and the magistrates who will be  in those days.
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19:18 Then will inquire the judges with care. [If it is found] [that a false witness] [is this one]: falsely has he testified against his brother,

19 [You shall do] to him just as he had schemed to do to his brother. You will thus burn out the evil from your midst.

20 [Those who remain] will hear and be afraid, and will no longer do [ever again] the like [of this evil thing]—[this practice]—in your midst.

21 Do not have pity in your eye: a life (nefesh) [for a life], an eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth; a hand for a hand , a foot for a foot.

20:1 When you go out to battle [against your foes]—[if you should see] horse and chariot, [fighting people] more numerous than you, 

you shall have no fear of them. For YHWH your God [is with you]: He who brought you up  from the land of Egypt.

2 [And it shall be] [when you draw near] for battle, there shall come forward the priest , and speak to the people.

3 [He will say] to them, “Shma` Yisrael! (Hear O Israel!), you[are drawing] [near today] to do battle [against your enemies]. 

[Be not soft]—[let your heart not be faint]. [Do not be afraid]; [show no trepidation], [and do not tremble] [before them],

4 [since it is] that YHWH your God [is the One going forward] with you. 

[He will do battle] [on your behalf] [against your enemies], to deliver you.”

5 [Then must speak] [the officials] to the people, as follows, “[Who is the man] who has built [a new house] and not dedicated it?

[Let him go] and return to his house, [lest he die] in battle, and another man dedicate it.

6 [And who is the man] who has planted a vineyard and never harvested it?

[Let him go] and return to his house, [lest he die] in battle, and another man harvest it.

7 [And who is the man] who has betrothed a woman [and not yet] married her?

[Let him go] and return to his house, [lest he die] in battle, and another man marry her.

8 [Then will continue] [these same officials] speaking to the people, [and they will say this]:

”What man is afraid and faint of heart? [Let him go] and return to his house, lest [shaken in turn] are the hearts of his brothers ,[like his heart].”

9 [And it shall be], when they are done—the officials —speaking to the people,

[they shall appoint] [end aliyah] captains of the armies , at the head of the people.

10[When you approach]a city to do battle against it, you shall call to it [the terms of peace].

11 [It shall be], if peaceably [it answers you], [and opens its gates] to you, [it will come to pass] [that all the people] [that are found within it]

[shall in fact] [become for you] [forced labor], [and will serve you].
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20:12 [If it does not] [make peace] [with you], and would join with you in battle, you shall lay seige to it.

13 [When it is given over] by YHWH your God into your hand, you shall strike down all of its adult males [with the edge of the sword].

14 However, [as for the women], the children and the livestock,[as well as everything] [that there is] [inside the town]—

all its booty, you shall plunder for yourself. [You shall consume] the spoil of your enemy [that will be] [given over] by YHWH your God to you.

15 Thus [shall you do] to all the cities whose distance from you is great, [that do not belong] to the nations that are hereabout.

16 [On the other hand], [of the cities] of the peoples—[these nations]—the ones that YHWH your God is giving to you as an inheritance, 

you shall not leave alive [anything that breathes] (kol neshamah).

17 [You must destroy them]—[put them under the ban]: the Hittites, the Amorites, the Canaanites and the Perizites, 

the Hivites, and the Yebusites, as it was commanded  by YHWH your God.

18 [This is for your sake]: so that [they will not] [teach you] to do [according to all] the things so abhorrent that they do [with their gods], 

[causing you to sin] against YHWH your God.

19 [When you] [lay siege to a city] for many days [in order to fight] [against it] [to capture it],

[do not destroy] the trees by wielding [against them] an axe, because [from them] [you shall eat], so trees [you must not] cut down. 

[Is it] a human—a tree of the field—to come out against you in a siege?

20 [On the other hand], a tree [of which you do know] that [not a tree] [yielding food] it is, that tree may by destroyed and cut down, 

[so you may build] [a siege-work] [against the town], since [it is truly going]—[up against you] in battle—until its downfall.

21:1 If there [should be found a corpse] on the ground—[in the land] that YHWH your God is giving to you to possess it, one fallen in the field,

it not being known  who struck him down,

2 then shall go out your elders and your judges, to measure the distance to the cities that are, around the corpse.

3 [It shall be] [from the city] that is nearest to the corpse, [that there must be brought] [by the elders] of the city in question 

a heifer [from the herd] [of which no work] [has been done] with it; which has never pulled a yoke.

4 [And it must be brought down] [by the elders] of the city in question—the heifer to a wadi [swiftly-running], 

[the land around which], no work has been done on it ,[and that has] [not been sown]. They will break the neck of the heifer ,[there in the wadi].
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21:5 [Then there shall] [come forward the priests]—the sons of Levi, since [they are the ones] [who in fact were chosen] 

by YHWH your God to serve Him, and to bless in the name of YHWH, and by their word shall be settled  every dispute and every injury.

6 [And as for all] the elders of that city—[the ones that were close] to the corpse—

[they shall wash] their hands [over the heifer] whose neck was broken in the wadi.

7 [They shall speak up] and say, “[In truth, our hands] [did not] shed this blood, and our eyes did not see it.

8 [Do grant atonement] [to your people] Israel, [whom you redeemed], YHWH. [Do not put] innocent blood in the midst of your people Israel,

so atoned they shall be of the blood.”

9 [So shall you yourself] [burn out the blood]—the innocent blood—[from your midst], [end aliyah] thus doing what is right  in the eyes of YHWH. 
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Len Fellman’s English readings with tropes
The purpose of this project is to translate THE SONG OF THE TORAH into English.

I work by comparing as many as ten English translations of a pasuk and creating a cantillated English sentence that sounds as much as
possible like the Hebrew. They follow the Hebrew as closely as possible, word for word and trope by trope. The English language has an amazing
flexibility, making it possible to make the English word order match that of the Hebrew quite well, allowing for some “poetic licence”, and some
willingness on the part of the listener to be “carried” by the melody more than by the English syntax. The translation needs to sound good when
chanted, but not necessarily when spoken or read.

Unlike most translations, these “transtropilations” are not intended to be a substitute for the Hebrew. On the contrary, they are meant to
provide a “window” into the Hebrew text and its musical expression. My ideal listener knows enough Hebrew and has enough interest to follow the
Hebrew in a bilingual text while the leyner is chanting the English version, to bring the Hebrew text to life, both verbally and musically. For this
purpose I use exactly the same tropes in the English as in the Hebrew (almost always on the corresponding English word).

The texts can be used to do consecutive translation, i.e. leyning a phrase in Hebrew, followed by the corresponding phrase sung in English.
Some of my recordings demonstrate this. I do this frequently when leyning for groups that either know little Hebrew, or that don’t have a chumash in
front of them.

I favor literal translations (e.g. “cut a covenant”) to call attention to Hebrew idioms, and towards simpler (even if less accurate) words (e.g. Ex.
12:7 “beam above the door” rather than “lintel”) to be easier to follow. If my readings provoke a discussion of the Hebrew, I consider that as justification
for using less-than-idiomatic English. I try to find just the right balance between “literalness” and “listenable-ness”. A primary goal is throwing light
on the Hebrew syntax.

 In order to adapt the trope symbols to a left-to-right language like English, I reversed the direction of the trope symbols:

mercha tipcha    munach    tevir mapakh or yetiv    kadma or pashta    geresh   gershayim   telisha katana telisha gedola

(Generally speaking the conjunctive tropes such as mercha, munach, mapakh, kadma, and telisha katana “lean toward” the words they “conjoin” to, while the
disjunctive tropes such as tipcha, geresh, gershayim, and telisha gedola “lean away” from the words that follow, so as to create a sense of separation.)

The trope symbol is normally placed under the accented syllable, unless it is a pre-positive accent (telisha gedola, placed at the beginning of the word
or phrase) or a post-positive one (telisha katana or pashta, placed at the end of the word or phrase).

The Hebrew text frequently puts a makkeph (which is like a hyphen) between words in order to treat them as a single word to be chanted.  I
use a different system for English:  If an entire English phrase is to be chanted to a single trope melody, I place it between grey brackets, as in this
phrase from the Book of Lamentations:

[clings to her skirts]

The leyner is invited to fit this phrase to the Eicha “rivi’i” melody in whatever way seems most natural.
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As a variant of the “grey bracket” device, I indicate pairs of tropes by “wrapping them around” the phrase which have the combined melody:

mercha/tipcha kadma/geresh (or: azla, etc.)  mercha siluk
Renew our days  She weeps bitterly .  a fire-offering to God

Again, the leyner should decide on the most natural way to fit the phrase to the combined trope melody.

 I put words in gray which I consider essential but which don’t strictly match the Hebrew. I also “pad” some phrases with extra words in gray
to fill out a musical phrase nicely. Different trope systems vary widely in the length of the musical phrase used, so the words in gray may or not be
used depending on the leyner’s cantillation system. In particular, the tropes telisha g’dola (  ), legarmeh, metigah-zakef, and pazer vary widely in the
muscial phrases used for chanting. (And please indulge me in my whimsical treatments of shalshelet.)

“Metigah-zakef”is a special trope combination which can be recognized by a kadma and a zakef katon appearing on the same Hebrew word
(again, a makkeph makes two words into one). (There are several examples in Genesis 18 & 19, beginning with 18:16). I indicate this by placing the
corresponding English phrase in grey brackets:

[Take heed––take care for yourself]

In some trope systems (viz. cantor Moshe Haschel in “Navigating the Bible II”) this is given a distinctive melody—I add extra syllables to fill out
the musical phrase (as in “take care” in this example).  Haschel’s system also chants the trope munach as legarmeh more often than other systems do.

I don’t write a single word of translation without first hearing the melody of the phrase in my mind, following one of two trope systems:
The one by Portnoy and Wolff (The Art of Cantillation) or the one by Joshua R. Jacobson (Chanting the Hebrew Bible).

I transcribe the name  as YHWH (in small caps). I almost always chant this as yud-hey-vav-hey, which I have discovered fits marvelously into
several of the trope melodies. But of course the leyner can choose to pronounce it as “God” or “Adonai”.

Warning on the Hebrew text: The text I use for the English trope system is from Aryeh Kaplan; the Hebrew text I display is from Wikisource.
Occasionally (but rarely) a phrase will use different tropes in the two systems.

The English translations I mostly use (besides several scholarly commentaries) are the following:

Aryeh Kaplan, ‘The Living Torah’ (1981) (also my source for proper names & transliterations)
Richard Elliott Friedman, ‘The Bible With Sources Revealed’ (2003)
Everett Fox, ‘The Five Books of Moses’ (1997)
The Stone Edition ‘Tanach’ (1996)
JPS ‘Hebrew-English Tanach’, (2nd Ed. 2000), along with Orlinsky, ‘Notes on the New Translation of the Torah’ (1969)
Robert Alter, ‘The Five Books of Moses’ (2004)
Commentaries in the ‘Anchor Bible’ series
Rotherham, The Emphasized Bible (1902)
The Jerusalem Bible (1966) (also my source for topic headings)
The New King James Bible (1982)
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